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UNSTART AND STALL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN A TURBOJET ENGINE
AND AN AXISYMMETRIC INLET WITH 60-PERCENT
INTERNA L-AREA CONTRACTION
by David A. Choby, Paul L. Burstadt, and James E. Calogeras
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
An investigation of large-scale transient interactions between a high-performance
inlet and a J85-GE-13 turbojet engine has been conducted in the Lewis 10- by 10-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 1.98 and 2.50. The axisymmetric mixed-
compression inlet had a design Mach number of 2.5 and a 60-percent internal-area con-
traction.
Transients were imposed on the engine at Mach 1.98 by unstarting the inlet. During
the mild unstart transient at Mach 1.98 the instantaneous compressor pressure ratio
which stalled the compressor equalled the steady-state value of the stall compressor
pressure ratio. The more violent unstart transient at Mach 2.5 caused abrupt compres-
sor stall at all engine operating conditions. Compressor stalls at Mach 2.5 were also
obtained by backpressuring the engine (decreasing primary nozzle area). Compressor
stalls obtained in this manner were not as abrupt as stalls obtained by unstarting the in-
let at Mach 2.5. Stall in the compressor could be observed first as a region of disturb-
ance which would rotate in the direction of rotor rotation at approximately one-half rotor
speed. This region would grow circumferentially and would encompass the entire com-
pressor after three to four rotor rotations. The largest hammer shock overpressures
in the inlet were caused by compressor stalls induced by backpressuring the engine at
Mach 2.5. These overpressures could exceed free-stream total pressure but decreased
in amplitude as they approached the inlet geometric throat. The ratio of peak compres-
sor face static pressure during a compressor stall to steady-state compressor exit total
pressure before stall was observed to be fairly constant over a wide range of compres-
sor pressure ratios at Mach 2.5.
INTRODUCTION
The proper operation and control of a supersonic aircraft propulsion system requires
a knowledge of the steady-state and dynamic interactions between the inlet and the engine.
In order to investigate this area and the associated control problems, an experimental
program is being conducted in the Lewis 10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. For
the initial tests, an axisymmetric inlet was selected with a design Mach number of 2.5
and with 60 percent of the supersonic area contraction occurring internally. A complete
discussion of the aerodynamic design is presented in reference 1. Experimental investi-
gations have optimized the porous bleed system, examined the effect of bleed system
backpressure, determined the response of the terminal shock to external and internal
disturbances, developed the inlet overboard bypass control system, studied the steady-
state inlet-engine interactions, and investigated the effect of unsteady inlet flow on the
stall tolerance of a turbojet engine. The results of these investigations are presented in
references 2 to 7, respectively.
Although some of these reports have discussed inlet and engine transient perform-
ance, most have been limited to the relatively low amplitude transients that are used in
studying control systems. The current report considers the larger transients such as
inlet unstart and compressor stall and their effects on the propulsion system. The study
investigated the effect of inlet unstarts on system performance at Mach numbers of 1.98
and 2.5. Also the effect of compressor stall on a started inlet was investigated by back-
pressuring the engine to induce stall. Dynamic instrumentation in the compressor was
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design engine speed, 16 500 rpm
corrected engine speed ratio
compressor outlet guide vanes
total pressure, lbf/ft 2 (N/m 2)
AP difference betweenmaximum and minimum total pressure, lbf/ft 2 (N/m 2)
p static pressure, lbf/ft 2 (N/m 2)
Rc cowl lip radius, 9. 315in. (23.660cm)
r local radius, in. (cm)
T total temperature, OR(K)
x downstreamdistance from Mach2.5 designspike tip position, in. (cm)
Ax centerbody forward extension from Mach2.5 design position, in. (cm)
fl size of stall zone, magnitude of included angle, deg




1 cowl lip station
2 compressor face station
3 compressor exit station
5 turbine exit station
1-n various locations between cowl lip and compressor face station







The axisymmetric mixed-compression inlet used in this investigation was designed
for Mach 2.5 operation. An isometric view of the inlet is shown in figure 1. Figure 2
shows a cross section of the inlet-engine system used in this investigation, and figure 3
presents a more detailed cross section of the inlet.
A translating centerbodywas usedfor starting the inlet andfor off-design operation.
With the inlet operating at the design Mach number, 40 percent of the supersonic flow
area contraction was external and 60 percent was internal. External compression was
accomplished with a 12.5 ° half-angle conical centerbody. Internal compression was ob-
tained from the oblique shock generated by the 0 ° cowl lip and the two reflected oblique
shocks plus isentropic compression between these reflected shocks.
The geometric throat was located at x/R c = 3. 475, where the average supersonic
Mach number was 1. 239. At the geometric throat, the centerbody turned sharply from
an angle of about 0 ° to -5.7 °, leading to a 1° equivalent conical expansion throat region
four hydraulic radii long. The remainder of the subsonic diffuser was designed as an
8 ° equivalent conical expansion. The required subsonic diffuser length using this cri-
teria was 3.5 cowl lip radii. However, additional length was required because of over-
board bypass exit requirements. The resulting length from cone tip to compressor face
was 7.72 cowl lip radii. The aft portion of the subsonic diffuser contained three hollow
centerbody support struts which divided the diffuser duct into three compartments back
to the engine face. Two of these struts were used to duct centerbody bleed flow over-
board.
The inlet configuration (shown in fig. 4) is identical to configuration IND' of refer-
ence 1. The vortex generators on the centerbody in the subsonic diffuser were installed
to prevent separation of flow from the centerbody in the bypass region when large over-
board bypass flows were discharged. Performance bleed, which consisted of porous
regions on the centerbody and cowl, was located both in the supersonic diffuser and in
the throat region of the inlet. However, for this investigation, bleed was only incorpora-
ted in the supersonic portion of the diffuser. The total bleed removed by this system was
about 3.5 percent of the capture mass flow. About 3 percent of the capture mass flow
was bled through the secondary bypass and was used for engine cooling. The overboard
bypass was used to match the inlet and engine airflows. Values of length and volume for
various sections of the inlet and engine are presented in table I. Additional information
regarding inlet area distributions and volumes is presented in reference 4.
The engine used in this study was the J85-GE-13 turbojet engine. This engine incor-
porates an eight-stage, axial-flow compressor with a sea-level static average pressure
ratio per stage of 1.275, which yields an overall pressure ratio of 7.0. The compressor
was driven by a two-stage turbine. The compressor variable geometry consisted of in-
terstage bleed valves (bleed was located in the stators of the third, fourth, and fifth com-
pressor stages) and inlet guide vanes. The bleed valves and guide vanes were linked to-
gether and on a standard engine would have been scheduled by the main fuel control as a
function of corrected speed. However, the main fuel control was bypassed for this inves-
tigation. For the portion of the investigation where compressor stall was initiated by an
inlet unstart, the compressor variable geometry was controlled by an analog computer
which followed the same scheduleas that of the main fuel control, which started opening
the bleedas engine corrected speeddecreasedbelow 0.94 of the design speed. When
compressor stall was caused by backpressuring the engine, the compressor variable
geometry was scheduled manually. The manual schedule called for the bleed valves to
be closed to the limit dictated by compressor blade vibration at each corrected speed.
For this case, the bleed was closed from 90 to 100 percent of design speed. Also, in
order to insure that compressor stall would occur before the maximum allowable tur-
bine temperature was reached, a reduced area first-stage turbine stator was installed.
The exhaust nozzle, which was normally scheduled by the afterburner fuel control, was




Steady-state and dynamic pressure instrumentation at the compressor face station is
presented in figure 5. Total pressure recovery was measured by the two fixed rakes in
the lower right duct segment as viewed looking downstream. The rakes were located
5.86 inches (14.88 cm) upstream of the compressor inlet guide vanes. Each 10 tube rake
consisted of six equal-area weighted tubes with additional tubes added at each side of the
extreme equal area-weighted tubes in positions corresponding to an 18-tube area-
weighted rake. Profiles presented in reference 1 indicate axial symmetry of the flow at
0 ° angle-of-attack. Therefore it was assumed that measurements made in any one of the
three duct segments were representative of the entire flow field. Transient total and
static pressures at the compressor face were measured by subminiature strain-gage
absolute pressure transducers. The total pressure dynamic probe was located 1.25
inches (3. 175 cm) upstream of the compressor inlet guide vanes. The total pressure
transducer was mounted tangential to the tube to protect the transducer diaphragm from
particle damage. The 0.75-inch (1.905-cm) tube length was necessary to obtain an accu-
rate total pressure but still was short enough to yield a flat response to at least 1000
hertz. The compressor-face static-pressure transducer was flush mounted on the cowl
at the same axial distance from the compressor inlet guide vanes as the two steady-state
rakes.
The compressor discharge pressure was measured by 16 steady-state total-pressure
probes mounted in four rakes as shown in figure 6. One of the total-pressure probes was
used to measure both steady-state and transient pressures. This was accomplished by
flush mounting a piezoelectric transducer to the inside diameter of the probe 6.0 inches
(15.24 cm) downstream of the probe entrance. The probe inside diameter was held con-
stant 15 feet (4.57 m) downstream of the transducer, which was sufficient length to pro-











One dynamic total-pressure probe, five dynamic static-pressure taps, and five
steady-state static pressure taps were located through the inlet as shown in figure 7.
The outputs of the strain-gage absolute-pressure transducers incorporated in the cowl-lip
static-pressure tap and the throat total pressure probe were used in ratio form to sense
inlet unstart. The cowl-lip static and throat total probe transducers were mounted at the
ends of 15- and 2-inch (38.1- and 5.08-cm) long lines, respectively. The remaining four
transducers were of the piezoelectric type and were flush mounted on the cowl surface.
Steady-state instrumentation in the compressor consisted of two axial rows of static
taps. Each row had a static tap at the exit of each stator. The circumferential location
of each row is shown in figure 8. Transient interstage static taps were also located at
the exit of each stator. The transducers used to measure the interstage transient static
pressures were mounted at the end of 2.0-inch (5.08-cm) lines.
The frequency responses of the various pneumatic systems used to measure transient
pressures are shown in figure 9. The cowl lip static and throat-exit total pressures were
used only to sense inlet unstart by noting a change in the ratio of the two pressures.
Therefore, the frequency responses of these two pressure measurement systems are not
presented.
Turbine discharge temperature was measured by the eight thermocouples shown in
figure 10, which were installed by the engine manufacturer and wired in parallel to give
an average reading. The engine speed was measured by a magnetic pickup which sensed
the tooth passage of a rotating gear which was attached to the customer power takeoff
shaft from the engine gearbox. The positions of the inlet centerbody and overboard by-
pass doors were determined from potentiometer measurements.
All dynamic data were recorded on FM tape and played back on a light beam oscillo-
graph. The record and playback systems were limited to 1000-hertz information. The
combination of the light beam oscillograph and the 1000-hertz filters yielded a flat signal
response to 600 hertz.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this investigation will be discussed in three sections: (1) the effect of
inlet unstart on engine operation, (2) the propagation of stall through the compressor, and
(3) inlet overpressures due to stall.
Presented in figure 11 are the relative magnitudes of the inlet unstarts at Mach 2.50
and Mach 2.02 which were determined in prior isolated inlet tests with a choked plug.
These data are representative of the unstart transients imposed on the inlet-engine com-
bination during the present investigation. The data presented is the time average of the
unsteady conditions recorded on the steady-state data recording system. When the inlet
was unstarted at Mach2.5 (fig. 11(a))the inlet went into anunstable condition. It will be
shownlater that during this unstablecondition the compressor face pressure recovery
varied betweenvalues of 0.20 and 0.60. The unstart at Mach2.02 (fig. ll(b)) wasa
muchmilder transient. Inlet conditions immediately after unstart at Mach 2.02 were
stable. The compressor face total pressure recovery initially droppedto a value of 0.75
as the terminal shock was first expelled but then leveled out at a value of 0.83. This ini-
tial drop could not be recorded with the steady-state data system.
Effect of Inlet Unstart on Engine Operation
At Mach 1.98 the inlet wasunstarted from the peaktotal pressure recovery (0.93)
condition by slowly closing the overboard bypass doors andleaving them in the unstart
position. The inlet unstart at Mach 1.98 was relatively mild as the total pressure re-
covery only droppedfrom 0.93 to 0.71 during the unstart transient. The inlet was un-
started with the engine operating at corrected speedratios of 0.86, 0.90, and 0.935. At
a given enginespeed, unstarts were obtainedfor various values of initial exhaustnozzle
flow area which were gradually decreasedto provide increasing initial compressor pres-
sure ratios until an initial operating condition was found where the unstart would causea
compressor stall. During the stall the turbine temperature usually dropped, indicating
a combustor blowout. The locus of thesepoints (fig. 12)defines the limit of the region
where the enginewould remain operating during a Mach 1.98 unstart transient. Only at
a corrected speedratio of 0.86 wasan operating point found where the combustor re-
mained lit through a compressor stall, allowing continuedengineoperation. All other
stalls causedby inlet unstart were followed by combustor blowout and loss of engine
power.
The operating points where anunstart produced stall were about midway betweenthe
normal operating line and the zero distortion stall line. Thus the mild unstart during
normal engineoperation at Mach 1.98 wouldnot producea compressor stall within the
speedrange investigated.
Time histories of inlet and engineparameters during inlet unstarts at Mach 1.98 are
presented in figure 13. Thesedata correspond to the three compressor pressure ratios
(fig. 12)at 0.86 corrected speedratio. The time histories of the higher speedpoints of
the previous figure were similar to the lower speedpoints andthus are not shown. The
unstart canbe seenas an increase in the ratio of cowl lip static to throat total pressure
at zero time. The unstart triggered a control sequencewhich, after a preset delay time,
automatically choppedthe enginethrottle, openedthe overboard bypass, extendedthe
spike, and openedthe exhaustnozzle.




output of the subminiature strain gage transducers was not reliable. Therefore steady-
state data were obtained on a separate recording system prior to each unstart and were
used as initial values for dynamic data. The initial value for the compressor exit pres-
sure was the average of the 16 compressor exit steady-state tubes shown in figure 6.
The initial value for the compressor face pressure was the average of the 20 steady-state
compressure face tubes shown in figure 5. However, the pressure variation with time is
only a single transient pressure measurement. The dc outputs of the transducers were
used to obtain the initial value of the ratio of cowl lip static to throat total pressure. The
initial values for engine exhaust gas temperature, engine rotor speed, spike position, and
overboard bypass area were obtained from the steady-state recording of the same pickups
as were recorded dynamically. The initial and final overboard bypass areas are shown;
however, the calibration between these two points is not linear. The exhaust gas temper-
ature signal was passed through a 10-hertz filter before being recorded on the oscillo-
graph.
Figure 13(a) shows the time history of the inlet unstart with the compressor operat-
ing at an initial pressure ratio of 4.56. Here the delay time (before the geometry is
varied after unstart) is a little over a second. At this time the overboard bypass area is
seen to increase as the spike extends. Also, engine rotor speed and turbine discharge
temperature begin to decrease. It should be noted that until this time turbine discharge
temperature and engine speed have remained constant through the transient, implying
continuous engine operation. The pressures at the compressor face and discharge are
seen to drop immediately after unstart. However, the compressor face pressure shows
no hammershock which suggests that the compressor did not stall.
Figure 13(b) presents the time history of the inlet unstart with the compressor oper-
ating at a pressure ratio of 4.69. The delay time used was 0.6 second. Engine speed
and turbine discharge temperature behaved the same as in figure 13(a). An examination
of the compressor face pressure shows the presence of a hammer shock indicating com-
pressor stall. Immediately after the hammer shock the compressor face and discharge
total pressures decreased rapidly to very low values and then recovered. This initial
transient occurred in just under 0.1 second. The presence of the hammer shock together
with the undisturbed turbine discharge temperature and engine speed suggest a compres-
sor stall and recovery with continuous engine operation.
Figure 13(c) shows the unstart time history with the compressor operating at a pres-
sure ratio of 4.87. Again, a time delay of 0.6 second was used. The initial transient
shows a hammer shock at the compressor face indicating compressor stall. Engine rotor
speed and turbine discharge temperature begin to decrease immediately after unstart
indicating a probable combustor blowout. Within 0.1 second after unstart the compressor
face pressure has recovered from a very low value. If there were combustor blowout,
the compressor discharge pressure would not recover as in the previous case, since the
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enginewould now be windmilling andthe compressor pressure ratio would be lowered.
The fact that the compressor discharge pressure partially recovers indicates that the
stall hasprobably cleared. Compressor discharge pressure remains fairly stable for
0.15 second. This further suggeststhat the stall has cleared. Approximately 0.2 sec-
ond after the unstart a cyclic pressure disturbance of about 24hertz is seenat the com-
pressor face and discharge stations. This cyclic disturbance is most likely inlet buzz.
The decreasing rotor speedwould causethe compressor to demandless airflow which
could drive the inlet into unstableoperation. This situation is not alleviated until the
overboard bypassdoors begin to openat 0.6 secondafter the unstart.
At Mach 1.98, the time from the beginning of the unstart transient to compressor
stall was on the order of three rotor rotations. This suggeststhat it would be possible to
correlate the maximum dynamic compressor pressure ratio with the steady-state stall
limit of the compressor. Dynamic pressure ratios are presented in figure 14for the
same operating conditions shownin figure 13.
At time zero, the compressor face total pressure recovery was about0.90 for each
condition presented in figure 14. The initial value of compressor exit total pressure
ratioed to free-stream total pressure wasa function of initial compressor pressure ratio
and increasing values are shownin figures 14(a)to 14(c), respectively. For the first
15milliseconds of the transient the compressor face pressure behavedsimilarly for all
three cases; that is, it droppedfrom 0.90 to about 0.75. The compressor face pressure
beganto drop immediately after time zero while there wasa 5-millisecond delay until
compressor exit total pressure beganto drop. This time delay of the transient through
the compressor causedthe compressor pressure ratio to increase and reach a maximum
value at about 7 milliseconds. The increase in compressor pressure ratio for the three
parts of figure 14 is aboutthe same. But since the initial values of compressor pressure
ratio were different, the maximum values reachedduring the transient were different.
In part (a), the maximum transient compressor pressure ratio was about 5.0, and
the steady-state stall compressor pressure ratio wasabout 5.2. Thus the steady-state
stall limit of the compressor was not reachedduring the transient. The compressor
pressure ratio remained at a maximum for about 8 milliseconds and then returned to the
initial value. The compressor face pressure recovery, after reaching a low of about
0.75, increased at 25 milliseconds to about 0.85 and remained stable. The compressor
exit pressure decreasedduring the transient and settled out at a value which would give
the same compressor pressure ratio for the new compressor face pressure.
In figure 14(b), the maximum compressor pressure ratio reacheda value of 5.2
which was the sameas the steady-state stall compressor pressure ratio. At about
17milliseconds the compressor pressure ratio droppedprecipitously from about 5.2 to
about 3.0, indicating compressor stall. An overpressure slightly greater than free-
stream total pressure is seenat the compressor face as the stall-induced hammer shock
moves upstream through the inlet. At this same time the compressor exit total pressure
is seen to decrease sharply. The overpressure is seen at the compressor face for about
10 milliseconds. Following the compressor face overpressure the compressor face
pressure recovery dropped to about 0.30. At about 55 milliseconds the compressor face
total pressure recovery settles out at a value of 0.85. The compressor pressure ratio
reached a low of 2.0 at 26 milliseconds, recovered to a value of 4.0, and again fell
sharply at 45 milliseconds to a value of 2.0. It then recovered at 65 milliseconds to
nearly the initial operating value. As shown in figure 13(b), it was noted that for this
case the compressor stalled and cleared with continuous engine operation.
In figure 14(c), the maximum compressor pressure ratio reached a value of about
5.3 which was greater than the steady-state stall compressor pressure ratio. At about
17 milliseconds, the compressor pressure ratio fell sharply. This was accompanied by
a sharp overpressure at the compressor face due to the stall induced hammer shock and
a drop in pressure at the compressor exit. At 50 milliseconds, the compressor face
pressure recovery stabilized at 0.85. The compressor pressure ratio also stabilized at
about this time at a value of 3.0. The uniform pressures after 50 milliseconds suggest
that the stall has cleared but the low value of compressor pressure ratio would indicate
the engine is now windmilling. Figure 12(c) showed that for this case the compressor
stalled and the combustor blew out.
As figure 14 shows, the engine will stall if the maximum value of the dynamic com-
pressor pressure ratio during an inlet unstart exceeds the steady-state stall line. This
correlation between the maximum value of compressor pressure ratio and the steady-
state stall limit also existed for the higher engine speed data shown in figure 12. It
should be noted, however, that the dynamic compressor pressure ratio is a ratio of the
output of two transducers and therefore cannot give a true representation of the entire
flow field. The initial value was obtained by forming a ratio of the two initial values ob-
tained from steady-state rakes. The two transducers that were used to form the ratio
were 40 degrees out of alinement. Because of these limitations, it may be somewhat
fortuitous that the correlation is as good as indicated for the Mach 1.98 data.
The effect of unstarting the inlet was also investigated at a Mach number of 2.5. At
Mach 2.5 it was impossible to unstart the inlet by closing the bypass doors without going
into violent buzz. Thus, any unstart at Mach 2.5 was made with a closed-loop terminal
shock control system. The terminal shock control feedback signal was a throat-exit
static pressure, and the overboard bypass doors were the manipulated variable. To un-
start the inlet while on closed loop control, the throat-exit pressure command signal was
instantaneously scheduled to a high value that the inlet could not provide. While attempt-
ing to reach this value, the bypass doors moved toward the closed position and the inlet
unstarted. At this point the control system sensed the unstart (by the ratio of cowl lip
static to throat total pressure) and the throat-exit pressure command was reduced to a
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much lower value which causedthe doors to open. The unstart signal also initiated
centerbody translation (at a fixed rate) in order to effect inlet restart by increasing the
throat to capture area ratio. During centerbody translation, the throat-exit pressure
commandwas scheduledas a function of centerbodyposition. When the control system
senseda restart (via the unstart signal), the centerbody reversed direction and the
throat-exit pressure commandfollowed a newschedule as a function of centerbodyposi-
tion. Whenthe centerbody returned to the designposition, the throat-exit pressure com-
mandwas returned to the designvalue. This control system is reported in detail in ref-
erence 5. Two secondsafter the initiation of the transient, the engine system was shut
downas described previously for the datashownin figure 13.
The transients following a Mach2.5 unstart are shownin figure 15. Engine speed
decreased immediately andthe turbine discharge temperature beganto decrease in less
than 10milliseconds suggestingcompressor stall and combustor blowout. However, only
a weak hammer shock is visible at the compressor face. The compressor discharge
pressure decreases anddoes not recover for several tenths of a secondwhich suggests
that the stall did not clear immediately. This particular stall is typical of compressor
stall induced by a Mach 2.5 unstart andis presented in more detail in figures 16and 17.
Figure 16presents the details of the compressor inlet and exit pressure ratios dur-
ing unstart and stall. The unstart at Mach2.5 causesthe compressor face total pressure
recovery to decrease from 0.93 to 0.40 in less than two rotor rotations (about4 msec per
rotation) after unstart. The decrease in compressor discharge pressure occurs about
5 milliseconds after the fast decrease in compressor face pressure. This delay of the
transient through the compressor caused the dynamic compressor pressure ratio to rise
significantly above the steady-state stall limit. Apparently because of the very high tran-
sient pressure ratio, the stall at Mach 2.5 was complete in less than two rotor rotations
after unstart compared with four rotor rotations at Mach 1.98.
For all cases of compressor stall a hammer shock was generated to adjust the inlet
flow to the near zero flow requirements of the compressor. When the inlet was unstarted
at Mach 2.5, the hammer shock generated was observed to be weak. This may be caused
by the Mach 2.5 unstart being a large enough transient to nearly stagnate the incoming
flow at the compressor. Thus only a weak hammer shock was needed to satisfy the flow
requirements of the stalled compressor.
Stall Propagation Within the Compressor
The dynamic instrumentation shown in figure 8 provided time histories of static
pressures at the exits of various compressor stages and compressor exit total pressures
which are presented in figure 17. Transient measurements of compressor inlet static
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pressure, cowl lip static pressure, and throat total pressure were also recorded. When
stall occurred, this instrumentation provided information abouthow the stalled region
propagatedthrough the compressor.
Stall initially occurred in a circumferential sector of the compressor and it was
sometimes possible to determine the axial origin of the stall zone by observing the re-
sulting transient pressures in the compressor. This wasdoneby assuming that rapid
pressure increases occurred upstream of the stalled stages, while rapid pressure de-
creases occurred downstream of the stalled stages. Even thoughall the stages in the
circumferential sector may not be stalled, the region will be called a stall zone. Results
(which will be discussed)showedthat the stall zoneappearedin the compressor as an
axial channel, and rotated in the direction of rotor rotation (counterclockwise looking
downstream) at aboutone-half rotor speed. As it rotated, the zoneextendedthrough the
compressor and widenedin the circumferential direction until it encompassedmost or all
of the compressor. This propagationof stall by rotation is complete within a few rotor
rotations and shouldnot be confusedwith the classical definition of rotating stall.
Transient pressure measurementsare presented in figure 17for the casesof engine
stall initiated by
(a) Inlet unstart at M0 = 1.98
(b) Decreasing primary nozzle exit area at M 0 = 2.5
(c) Inlet unstart at M0 = 2.5
Reference to the compressor station locations in figure 8 may be helpful during the fol-
lowing discussion. For example, station 2-n refers to the exit of the n th stage stator.
The initial values for the compressor face total pressure, the compressor exit total
pressure and the ratio of cowl lip static pressure to throat total pressure were obtained
in the same manner as was used in figure 13. The initial value of compressor face static
pressure was the average of the 12 steady-state static taps shown in figure 5. The initial
value for the compressor static pressures was the average of the two steady-state static
pressure taps at each stage.
Figure 13(c) presents a time history of inlet and engine parameters for conditions
that correspond to the data shown in figure 17(a) (engine stall initiated by inlet unstart at
Mach 1.98). In figure 17(a) the pressures begin to fall gradually at t = 0 due to unstart,
and the stall zone was first observed as a rise in the static pressure at station 2-7
(q_ = 700). This occurred about 8 milliseconds after the rise of the unstart signal
(Pl_l/Pl_2). The static pressure ratios at stations 2-1 and 2-2, which had the same
angular location (q_ = 70 °) did not show any transient pressure change at this time. This
indicates that the stall zone originated in the rear stages and had not yet extended into the
forward stages. Because of this, there was no observed pressure change at the compres-
sor face (station 2) as the stall zone rotated to q_ = 30.
The stall zone then rotated counterclockwise (looking downstream) and was observed
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about 10milliseconds after unstart at stations 2-3 to 2-5 (_ = 13°). It appeared as a
sharp rise in the static pressures at these locations. This was followed by a sharp drop
in compressor exit total pressure ratio at station 3 (_ = 330O), about 12 milliseconds
after the rise of the unstart signal. Rotation of the stalled region continued, causing a
pressure increase at stations 2-1 and 2-2 (_ = 70 °) and a decrease at station 2-7
(_ = 70o). This occurred approximately 16.5 milliseconds after unstart. There was
also a rise in static pressure at station 2 (q_ = 30 °) at essentially the same time.
About 18 milliseconds after unstart, the rotating stall zone returned to the circum-
ferential location of station 2-3 to 2-5 (q_ = 13 °) and reduced these pressures precipi-
tously. The drop in pressure was opposite of the initially observed pressure change at
these stations. Rotation of the stall zone continued, leading to another sharp drop in
compressor exit total pressure at station 3 (q_ = 330 °) about 20 milliseconds after the rise
of the unstart signal. One more revolution of the stall zone was observed, and then all
pressures began to fall toward their minimum values at approximately 25 milliseconds
after unstart.
When sharp pressure increases were observed at station 2-3 to 2-5 (_ = 13°) about
10 milliseconds after unstart, the pressures reached a peak and then decreased immedi-
ately. This sharp drop was followed by a gradual decrease. However, when the pres-
sure dropped sharply at station 2-5, 18 milliseconds after unstart, it stayed near the
lower level for an appreciable amount of time (about 3 msec). This trend is less appar-
ent at stations 2-3 and 2-4. This indicates that the included angle of the stall zone /3 had
increased, at least at station 2-5.
With the limited instrumentation, it was not possible to determine the circumferen-
tial location of the stall origin. If there had been dynamic instrumentation at many dif-
ferent angular positions the circumferential location of stall origin could have been de-
tected fairly accurately. This could be done by noting the value of q_ for the first in-
strumentation station that registered the type of pressure fluctuations expected during in-
itiation of stall.
As mentioned previously, the second time the rotating stall zone was observed at
stations 2-3 to 2-5 (_0 = 13O), it appeared as a sharp reduction in pressure. However,
the first observation showed a pressure increase. This tends to indicate that either the
axial origin of the stall zone had moved forward from a location aft of stage 7 to the exit
of stage 3 during the first stall revolution or the original zone died out and a new zone
was formed. From these observations, the period of the rotating stall was determined to
be 8 to 9 milliseconds. This corresponds to the expected value of twice the rotor period.
Since the time between the pressure fluctuations of the first and second observations at
stations 2-3 to 2-5 corresponded to the frequency of rotating stall, the origin of the orig-
inal stall zone probably moved forward.
Dynamic pressure responses for a compressor stall at Mach 2.50, initiated by de-
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creasing the primary nozzle exit area, are presented in figure 17(b}. Note that for this
case the measurementsof the compressor exit total pressure P3 andthe inlet unstart
signal are not shownand that the transient static pressure at station 2-6 was included.
The stalled zonewas first observedat the e = 70 ° location as a sharp rise in static
pressure at stations 2-1 and 2-2, and as a sharp drop in static pressure at stations 2-6
and 2-7. At the same time, a rapid increase in static pressure was seen at the compres-
sor face (station 2, e = 30o). It appears that the stall zone was well established and ex-
tended through the entire compressor, while covering a circumferential range of at least
30 ° _< _ _< 70 °. About 1 millisecond later the stalled region had rotated to the ¢ = 13 °
position, which caused a rapid decrease in static pressure at stations 2-3 to 2-5.
After the leading edge of the stalled zone reached the various interstage locations,
the pressures attained their maximum or minimum values and then returned to some
point close to their initial level. This process, during which the stall zone passed a
certain angular location, required about 7 milliseconds and was completed just before the
leading edge of the stall zone returned. The time span of 7 milliseconds necessary for
the stalled zone to clear a certain circumferential location indicates that the initial size
(30 ° _< fl _< 70 °) combined with the growth rate (dfl/dt) produced a stall zone that had
covered most of the compressor face within 8 milliseconds after it was first observed.
About 8 milliseconds after the first observation, the leading edge of the stalled re-
gion returned to the c0 = 70 ° location. The pressure increased sharply at station 2-1
and fell off rapidly at stations 2-6 and 2-7, but there was very little pressure change at
station 2-2. This was followed approximately 1 millisecond later by an increase in
compressor-face static pressure at station 2 (e = 30o). Rotation of the stalled zone
continued, which caused the pressures at stations 2-3 to 2-5 (¢o = 13 °) to drop sharply.
This last passage of the stall zone leading edge was followed by a large drop in pressure
at all stations.
After the large pressure decrease between 10 and 20 milliseconds, a cyclic pressure
disturbance with a frequency of approximately 130 hertz was observed at all stations.
Because this type of disturbance was also seen when this inlet was run without an engine
(see ref. 5), it was considered to be a type of inlet instability rather than an engine phe-
nomenon.
Figure 17(c} presents transient pressure measurements at various compressor loca-
tions for the case of engine stall caused by an inlet unstart at Mach 2.50. Corresponding
inlet and engine parameters are shown in figure 15. The magnitudes of the initial pres-
sure drops indicate that a very large transient was produced. Since the transient was so
large, it appears that engine stall was unavoidable. The stall also became more com-
plete in a shorter period of time than the previously discussed stalls, making it difficult
to interpret the dynamic pressure changes.
It is apparent that after the stall became complete and the interstage pressures
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reached their minimum levels, a type of inlet instability appearedwhich was similar to
that observed in figure 16(b). The frequency ranged from 100to 130hertz in this case.
Inlet Overpressures Due to EngineStall
Whenthe compressor stalled while the inlet was operating in a started modeat
Mach 2.5, large overpressures were always observed through the inlet. These over-
pressures were the result of a hammer shockwhich formed in the compressor andprop-
agatedupstream. Whenthe compressor stalled, its demandfor corrected airflow de-
creased very rapidly and the hammer shockwas generatedto adjust the inlet flow condi-
tions to the new compressor requirements.
As mentionedpreviously, the aft portion of the subsonicdiffuser containedthree
hollow centerbodysupport struts which divided the duct into three compartments back to
the engineface. The unsymmetrical nature of the compressor stall, as exemplified by
the rotation of the stalled zone shownin figure 17(b), would indicate that measurements
made in oneof the three ducts may not be identical to the actual conditions in the other
two.
Measurementsat one circumferential location showedthat static pressures in the
inlet reachedvalues greater than free-stream total pressure as the hammer shockpass-
ed. Figure 18showsthe time histories of pressures at various inlet axial locations, with
the values of peak overpressure labeled. Initial values were obtainedfrom the steady-
state taps shownin figure 7. For oneof the dynamic probes (station 1-4), an average of
two taps were usedto obtain the initial steady-state value. Station 2 is closest to the
compressor face and showsthe first sharp rise. As p2/P0 increases from 0.80 to 1.10,
the slope dp/dt is about constant. This slope changesas p2/'P0 rises to a peak value
of 1.23. Reference8 showsa p2/P0 pressure rise that has a constant slope between
initial and peakvalues. This was for an enginetested in an altitude cell, without an inlet.
Reference9 presents an analytical model of inlet pressures following a compressor stall.
Results showthat the pressure lust behindthe hammer shock increases as it moves up-
stream into the subsonicdiffuser. In view of this simulation, the variations of p2/P0 in
figure 18apparently are dueto an initial hammer shockpressure rise (to 1.10) followed
by a secondincrease (to 1.23) as the hammer shock moves forward andis partially re-
flected back from the subsonicdiffuser area variation. It shouldbe noted, however, that
this simulation was basedon the simplifying assumptionthat a single duct existed rather
than a multiple flow passagebetweenthe support struts and assumeda uniform corrected
airflow cutoff at the compressor face rather than a discrete stall zone.
The peak values of P/P0 causedby the hammer shockare shownin figure 19for





value at station 1-5 and then decreased as the hammer shock (or the combined hammer
shock and inlet terminal shock) moved upstream. The decrease in hammer shock strength
occurs upstream of the three compartments formed by the centerbody support struts.
Since stall was unsymmetrical and initially covered only an angular fraction of the com-
pressor, the hammer shock probably did not occur simultaneously in all three ducts.
Thus the decrease in hammer shock strength upstream of the three diffuser compartments
could be due to diffusion of the hammer shock. However this does not explain why the
hammer shock pressure reached its peak just upstream of the overboard bypass plenum.
Figure 20 shows the ratio of maximum transient overpressure in the inlet to com-
pressor discharge total pressure as a function of compressor pressure ratio. The data
presented are for various inlet operating conditions and it can be seen that the ratio re-
mains nearly constant, with values between 0.25 and 0.30. Flight data obtained with the
F-Ill aircraft are presented in reference 10. In reference 9 a similar correlation
held over a wide range of altitude and Mach number. Since the F-111 is powered by the
TF-30 turbofan engine, it appears that this type of correlation may be applicable for both
turbojet and turbofan engines.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An investigation of the transient interactions between a Mach 2.50 axisymmetric,
mixed-compression inlet and a J85-GE-13 turbojet engine has been conducted in the Lewis
10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The test was conducted at Mach numbers of
1.98 and 2.50 with the following results:
1. Inlet unstarts at Mach 1.98 were rather mild and would not cause compressor
stall if the initial compressor operating point was near the normal operating line. The
compressor did stall during a Mach 1.98 inlet unstart when the transient value of com-
pressor pressure ratio exceeded the steady-state value of compressor pressure ratio
needed to cause stall. During the unstart stall transient, the pressure ratio remained at
or just above the stall line about 10 milliseconds (two to three rotor rotations) before
stall occurred.
2. For cases of compressor stall caused by inlet unstarts at Mach 1.98 or caused
by decreasing the primary nozzle exit area at Mach 2.50, a stall zone was observed in
the compressor as an axial channel extending through the compressor and rotating coun-
terclockwise (looking downstream) at one-half rotor speed. Its size expanded circumfer-
entially as it rotated until it included the entire compressor after about three to four
rotor rotations.
3. Compressor stall appeared to be unavoidable when the inlet was unstarted at
Mach 2.50. The initial stall zone appeared to encompass nearly the entire compressor,
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and stall was complete in less than two rotor rotations after unstart comparedwith four
rotor rotations after unstart at Mach 1.98.
4. Unstarting the inlet at Mach 2.50 always causedcompressor stall followed by a
decrease in engine rotor speedand engineexhaust gas temperature, indicating combustor
blowout.
5. Stalls induced by backpressuring the engineat Mach 2.5 produced hammer shocks
such that inlet compressor face static pressure exceededfree-stream total pressure by
as muchas 40 percent. Following a compressor stall initiated by a Mach 1.98 inlet un-
start, compressor face total pressure exceededfree=stream total pressure by 10per-
cent.
6. Peakhammer shockoverpressures through the inlet following compressor stall
decreasedin value near the inlet throat.
7. Peak transient inlet static pressure ratioed to steady-state compressor discharge
total pressure remained nearly constantover a wide range of compressor pressure
ratios.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
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TABLE I. - VOLUMES OF J85-GE-13 ENGINE
Location
Inlet subsonic iser (Mach
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Figure 2. - Installation of J85-GE-1} turbojet engine.
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Figure4. - Amount and locationofperformance bleed. AllbleedholesO.]25 inch
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Figure 6. - Compressor discharge (station 3) instrumentation. Downstream view.
0 Dynamic total pressure probe
• Dynamic static pressure tap
[] Steady-state static pressure tap
Inlet station ]-] I-2 ]-3 ]-4 1-5 2
(xlRc) dynamic 2.040 3.440 3.765 4.875 6.035 7.385
(x/R c) steady state 3. 750 4. 670 5. 290 6. 210 7.385
Figure 7. - Location of dynamic and steady-state pressure taps through inlet.
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(c) Interstage compressor static pressure.
Figure 9. - Frequency response of transient pressure measuring systems.
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Figure 11. - Relative magnitudes of inlet unstarts at various free-
slream Mach numbers.
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Figure 15. - Time historyof inlet ander _eparametersduring inlet unstart
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Figure ]6. - Effect of inlet unstart on dynamic compres-
sor pressure ratio at Mach 2. 5. Corrected speed ratio,
N/N* -fO = O.85.
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(a) Stall caused by inlet unstart. MO= 1.98, NIN°-,IB o 0.80, steady-state P3/P 2 = 4.86.
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(b) Stall caused by decreasing primary nozzle exit area: /910- 2. 5, NIN':'-Je-: O.88, steady state
P31P2 = 4. 61.
Figure 17. - Continued.
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Figure 17. - Concluded.
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